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Aims: Given the discrepancies between PDDs (prescribed daily doses) and DDDs

(defined daily doses), we aimed to assess the extent of error in the results of an

18-year population-level study on statin utilization in Portugal.

Methods: The Portuguese regulatory agency provided data for the period

2000–2018 on statin dispensing (C10AA). The DDDs were gathered from the

ATC/DDD database. DDDs were calculated by the DDD year-by-year approach

(DDDYEAR) and by the DDD last-year approach (DDDLAST). PDDs were calculated

according to the year-by-year approach (PDDYEAR). Statin annual utilization rates per

1000 inhabitants per day were also calculated. Percent errors were calculated for

PDDYEAR and DDDYEAR units.

Results: The DDDYEAR approach revealed decreases in the consumption of atorva-

statin, fluvastatin, lovastatin, pravastatin and simvastatin in 2009, when their DDD

was modified. Conversely, the results from both DDDLAST and PDDYEAR approaches

indicated gradual changes in the actual consumption of all statins in Portugal. Before

2009, atorvastatin, pravastatin and simvastatin utilization was greatly overestimated

by DDDYEAR/1000 inhabitants/day. The average dose of lovastatin prescribed in the

past 18 years (20 mg) was below the assigned DDDs during the study period, varying

from 30 mg to 45 mg. Conversely, the PDD for fluvastatin was above the DDD

values (ranging from 40 mg in 2000 to 70 mg in 2016). For atorvastatin, pravastatin

and simvastatin, national PDDs were above the assigned DDD until the DDD modifi-

cation in 2009.

Conclusions: A more dynamic system, based on national and annually updated DDDs,

should be able to reduce discrepancies between DDDs and PDDs and the bias in

utilization studies.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

The defined daily dose (DDD) system was developed by the World

Health Organization (WHO) Drug Utilization Research Group as an

international tool to standardize drug consumption data from different

sources.1 The DDD has become the gold standard unit of measure-

ment for drug utilization research (DUR) studies2–9 and is defined as

“the assumed average maintenance dose per day for a drug used for

its main indication in adults”.10

The DDD of a drug is periodically reviewed by the WHO Collabo-

rating Centre for Drug Statistics Methodology (WHO-CC-DMS), and

its value can change over time.10 The first revision of a DDD is under-

taken 3 years after its assignment. After that, DDDs usually remain

unchanged for at least 5 years. Although the WHO accepts the

update of DDDs, “changes of DDDs should be kept to a minimum

and avoided as far as possible”, aiming at maintaining a fixed database

for DUR studies.10

The prescribed daily dose (PDD) is defined as the average dose

prescribed according to a representative sample of prescriptions.11

The PDD of a drug is commonly set from patient-level prescription

studies and can geographically differ depending on several factors,

such as therapeutic indication, illness severity, sex, age,

pharmacogenetics characteristics, and whether a drug is used as

mono- or combined therapy.12 Studies demonstrated that for many

drugs, maximum doses used in countries like Japan were much lower

than in the United States. Additionally, doses approved by regulatory

bodies often vary between countries,13–15 which contributes to dis-

crepancies across national PDDs.

When a good agreement between PDD and DDD exists, drug

consumption figures, expressed as number of DDDs/1000 inhabi-

tants/day, provide an estimate of the fraction of drug users within a

population.11 For instance, a value of 10 DDD/1000 inhabitants/day

indicates that, on average, 1% of the population (10 in 1000) is

treated daily with a specific drug.12

However, several studies have demonstrated discrepancies

between DDDs and PDDs.16–20 Walley et al.17 found differences in

the PDD of statins among European Union member states, with more

than a two-fold range in variance. To better understand the bias intro-

duced in DUR studies by these figures, an analysis of statin utilization

can be valuable, especially due to the high concordance rate between

the dispensed tablet strength and the PDDs of these drugs.21

Statins are a perfect group to study the accuracy of DDD assignment

because, similar to the administration of other drugs

(e.g., bisphosphonates), statin use follows a homogeneous administra-

tion pattern (once a day), but different from bisphosphonates, statins

are prescribed at different doses according to patients' needs. As

such, statin consumption figures based on PDDs can be easily deter-

mined from aggregate dispensing data without the need to access

patient-level information.

Therefore, we aimed to investigate the extent of error in the

results of a national 18-year population-level study on statin

utilization due to discrepancies between PDDs and DDDs to provide

recommendations to improve the DDD system.

2 | METHODS

2.1 | Data sources

Data on statin dispensing (drugs from the ATC group: C10AA – HMG

CoA reductase inhibitors, including atorvastatin, cerivastatin,

fluvastatin, lovastatin, pitavastatin, pravastatin, rosuvastatin,

simvastatin) were obtained from the Portuguese National Authority

of Medicines and Health Products (INFARMED). Data represented the

total number of statin packages dispensed to ambulatory patients and

reimbursed by the Portuguese National Health Service from 1 January

2000 to 31 December 2018. For each package, the strength (dose

per administration unit) and the number of units (i.e., tablets or

capsules) were available. National population data were obtained from

the Population Estimative at PORDATA database (Foundation

Francisco Manuel dos Santos, Lisbon), available at https://www.

pordata.pt/.

The DDDs assigned to each drug were gathered from the

ATC/DDD database provided by the WHO Collaborating Center for

Drug Statistics Methodology (https://www.whocc.no/atc_ddd_index/),

with additional consultation of the list of DDD alterations from 2005

to 2020 (https://www.whocc.no/atc_ddd_alterations_cumulative/ddd_

alterations/). Alterations to the DDDs of some statins occurred during

the study period. In 2009, the DDDs of atorvastatin, fluvastatin,

lovastatin, pravastatin and simvastatin changed from 10 to 20, 40 to

60, 30 to 45, 20 to 30 and 15 to 30, respectively.

What is already known about this subject

• The World Health Organization created the defined daily

dose system to be the standards metric of drug utilization

studies worldwide.

• The World Health Organization maintains a global DDD

database and avoids DDD changes as far as possible.

• DDD per 1000 inhabitants and day should represent the

proportion of people consuming the drug per 1000

population.

What this study adds

• Differences in national prescribing patterns substantially

influence the reliability of DDD/1000 inhabitants/day as

the drug utilization metric.

• Periodically modified and nationally adapted DDDs

would increase the DDD system reliability as the drug

utilization metric.
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2.2 | Statin utilization metrics

The DDDs were calculated by dividing the total number of milligrams

consumed in a given time period by the DDD assigned by the WHO

in milligrams using the following equation:

DDD=
Tablets inmgperpackage ×Number of Tabletsperpackage ×Numberpackages

DDDWHO mgð Þ

Two different approaches were used for this calculation: (1) the DDD

year-by-year approach,22 in which drug utilization was calculated

using the DDD unit existing in the year under analysis (DDDYEAR); and

(2) the DDD last-year approach,22 in which drug utilization was calcu-

lated each year using the DDD unit existing at the end of the study

period (DDDLAST).

Alternatively, based on the assumption that the statin prescribed

dose is equal to the strength of one tablet (i.e., assuming that all

patients took one statin tablet daily),23,24 the consumed PDD was

calculated by multiplying the number of tablets per package by the

number of dispended packages in a given period:

PDD=Number of Tabletsperpackage × Numberpackages

The results were reported according to the PDD year-by-year

approach, in which drug utilization is calculated each year using the

national PDD of that year (PDDYEAR).

Finally, following international recommendations,12 we calculated

statin annual utilization rates per 1000 inhabitants per day. As such,

three rates were calculated based on the three previously mentioned

measurement units: (1) the DDDYEAR/1000 inhabitants/day; (2) the

DDDLAST/1000 inhabitants/day; and (3) the PDDYEAR/1000

inhabitants/day.

2.3 | Percent error calculation

Percent errors were calculated for both DDD (i.e., PDDYEAR and

DDDYEAR) units using the following equation:

Error% =
DDD x½ �−PDDð Þ

PDD
×100

Percent errors with a positive sign represent an overestimation of the

proportion of users by the DDD system, while percent errors with a

negative sign represent an underestimation of users by the DDD

system.

2.4 | Nomenclature of targets and ligands

Key protein targets and ligands in this article are hyperlinked to

corresponding entries in http://www.guidetopharmacology.org, the

common portal for data from the IUPHAR/BPS Guide to

PHARMACOLOGY, and are permanently archived in the Concise

Guide to PHARMACOLOGY 2019/20.

3 | RESULTS

Dispensing data for the entire time period of the study (2000–2018)

were available for atorvastatin, fluvastatin, lovastatin, pravastatin and

simvastatin. Cerivastatin was withdrawn from the market for safety

reasons in August 2001. Rosuvastatin was first marketed in 2004 and

pitavastatin in 2011.

Considerable differences were observed in the utilization rates of

several statins depending on the approach used to calculate them

(Figure 1). The application of the DDDYEAR approach revealed a sharp

theoretical decrease in the consumption of atorvastatin, fluvastatin,

lovastatin, pravastatin and simvastatin in 2009 (blue line), when their

DDD was modified. This event was highly pronounced in the case of

simvastatin, where a theoretical decrease of approximately 40% was

observed in 1 year. Conversely, the results from both the DDDLAST

(red line) and the PDDYEAR (green line) approaches indicated that

gradual changes occurred in the actual consumption of all statins. The

three approaches indicate a similar temporal evolution of rosuvastatin,

cerivastatin and pitavastatin utilization, as demonstrated by the

perfect overlapping of all three utilization curves.

It is clear that DDDYEAR/1000 inhabitants/day revealed almost

no error compared to DDDLAST/1000 inhabitants/day for cerivastatin,

pitavastatin and rosuvastatin during the study period. For all the

remaining statins, DDDYEAR/1000 inhabitants/day achieved large

absolute percent errors in almost all years, with both lovastatin and

fluvastatin reaching values over 50% and 80%, respectively (Figure 2).

Before 2009, the utilization of atorvastatin, pravastatin and simva-

statin was greatly overestimated by DDDYEAR/1000 inhabitants/day,

whereas after that year, the opposite was observed. For instance, in

2007, 23 691 808 atorvastatin doses were prescribed accounting for

32 666 396 DDDs, while the 30 643 082 doses prescribed in 2010

corresponded to 21 176 292 DDDs. Similarly, the 23 752 810 prava-

statin doses prescribed in 2007 were equal to 31 166 472 DDDs,

while these values were 31 427 390 and 20 313 213, respectively for

2015. Or the 283 769 972 simvastatin doses prescribed in 2008 cor-

responded to 393 025 568 DDDs, but the 412 419 539 doses in

2010 were only 293 207 120 DDDs. Lovastatin utilization was always

underestimated, initially by slightly more than 30% (10 997 030 doses

vs. 7383 903 DDDs in 2000) and, from 2009 onward, by slightly more

than 50% (2420 320 doses vs. 1124 204 DDDs in 2018). Figures for

fluvastatin utilization were overestimated during the entire study

period, reaching an inconsistency of 15 126 804 doses to 27 403 789

DDDs in 2008.

Finally, Figure 3 shows the differences between the WHO-

assigned DDD (mg) with the annual average prescribed doses in

Portugal. No differences were observed for cerivastatin, pitavastatin

or rosuvastatin. However, the average doses of lovastatin prescribed

in the past 18 years (approximately 20 mg) were below the assigned

DDDs during the entire period, which varied from 30 to 45 mg.
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Conversely, the PDD for fluvastatin was above the DDD values dur-

ing almost the entire study period (ranging from 40 mg in 2000 to

approximately 70 mg in 2016). For atorvastatin, pravastatin and sim-

vastatin, national PDDs were above the assigned DDD until the DDD

modification in 2009.

4 | DISCUSSION

In an 18-year population-level study on statin utilization in Portugal,

we were able to demonstrate several discrepancies between PDDs

and DDDs, which may significantly impact the results of DUR studies

in a given country or region. Therefore, when changes to the pre-

scribed doses are not followed by analogous modifications to the

DDD value assigned by the WHO-CC-DMS, the number of patients

estimated to receive a medication may not correspond to the reality.

By comparing PDDYEAR/1000 inhabitants/day with DDDYEAR/

1000 inhabitants/day, we showed that, for some statins, estimates of

the fraction of drug users in Portugal were often highly under- or

overestimated (i.e., values ranged between 30% and 80%). These

results were similar to those of Deambrosis et al.23 in a 10-year study

on statin utilization in Italy, reporting differences between DDD and

PDD of up to 50% for some drugs, while in other cases, a perfect

agreement was found between these two metrics. Another study also

found different levels of discrepancies between DDDs and PDDs

depending on the statin analysed in Norwegian counties.24 The

authors showed that, in 2004, the DDD of lovastatin greatly

corresponded to the actual mean PDD, whereas the same was not

observed for the remaining statins. Conversely, our results showed

that the DDD of lovastatin in 2004 performed poorly in estimating

the corresponding PDD. These findings suggest that the level of con-

cordance between DDDs and PDDs does not follow a steady pattern

F IGURE 1 Influence of the use of
different drug utilization metrics on
statin consumption estimates in
Portugal
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and is likely to vary depending on the country, drug and year, as previ-

ously suggested by Walley et al.5 Thus, maintaining a fixed database

may not be the best approach.

Both the DDDYEAR and the DDDLAST approach failed to accu-

rately estimate the actual trend in statin utilization determined

by the PDDYEAR approach. In 2009, modifications made by the

WHO-CC-DSM to several statin DDDs10 resulted in abrupt and unre-

alistic changes in the patterns of statin utilization in Portugal, with

modifications ranging from approximately 20% to 100%. When DDDs

are modified, the WHO-CC-DSM recommends that DUR studies use

the DDDLAST approach when calculating drug utilization figures.12

However, our analyses showed that, although the DDDLAST approach

may partially overcome this issue, the results of DDDLAST are not in

complete agreement with PDD data. Additionally, using the DDDLAST

approach, a statin utilization study published the year before DDD

modifications (i.e., 2008) would have results that are not amenable to

comparison with a study published at a later date.

However, although the PDDs of several statins have been modi-

fied over the years, we observed that drug utilization data calculated

by the PDDYEAR approach were artifact-free. A potential explanation

is that changes in PDDs occurred gradually from year to year, thus

preventing abrupt modifications. As such, contrary to the WHO-

CC-DSM statement that “too many alterations will always be

disadvantageous for long-term studies on drug utilization” and the

subsequent recommendation that “changes are generally not made

unless they are at least on the order of 50”,10 our results suggest that

more frequent changes to DDDs will be of great advantage for DUR

studies.

As recognized by the WHO-CC-DSM, the purpose of

expressing standardized drug utilization figures in DDD/1000 inhab-

itants/day is to allow benchmarking between countries so that

potential misuses of drugs can be identified.12 Unfortunately, our

results demonstrated that comparing crude values of DDD/1000

inhabitants/day without validating the DDD assigned by the

F IGURE 2 Mean percent errors
of national DDD values compared
with PDD
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WHO-CC-DSM with local PDD studies will result in misleading

comparisons and fallacious exercises.

A fixed database of DDDs brings this metric near to a “unit of

mass” without any benefit over other “units of volume”, such as

number of packages/tablets or number of prescriptions. This steady

conception of the DDD as the basis for DUR calculations weakens

the DDD system and prompts researchers to develop other units of

measurement as a solution to overcome discrepancies between PDDs

and DDDs.25,26 Rather, we advocate for a change in the WHO-

CC-DSM principles for managing DDDs. Based on our results, the

following alterations should be considered: first, since PDDs com-

monly vary between countries, when robust data about discrepancies

of PDD and DDD can be demonstrated by national studies performed

under the supervision of WHO-CC-DSM, national DDDs instead of

international ones should be assigned to each drug; second, the

WHO-CC-DSM should encourage national regulatory bodies to peri-

odically submit the results of prescription studies with the aim of

reviewing and changing DDDs on an annual basis; third, alterations of

DDDs should be made whenever changes in PDDs occur, even if the

changes are small in magnitude. These considerations do not aim to

suspend the WHO DDD system, but to improve inter-country compa-

rability of drug consumption estimates. The current WHO-CC-DSM

DDD database consists of a single fixed list of DDDs assigned to each

drug for all the countries. We propose an integrated database where

users can select the country for which DDDs are provided. When

WHO-CC-DSM has no robust data to support the modification of a

DDD in a given country, international DDDs will automatically be

available. In this context, a strengthened DDD system could also be

recommended to guide policy decisions on drug costs, pricing,

reimbursement and cost containment. For example, our results

F IGURE 3 Comparison of DDD
assigned by WHO and average PDD
in Portugal
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demonstrated that a simple analysis of statin cost per patient, using

the DDD/1000 inhabitants/day as a metric of statin users in Portugal,

would substantially underestimate the cost of lovastatin and

overestimate the cost of fluvastatin.

Our study has some strengths and limitations. Long-term longitu-

dinal analyses of prescribing data allowed inconsistencies to be

identified in the most commonly used metric in drug utilization

studies. On the other hand, as we did not have access to the informa-

tion on the actual PDD, this figure was determined from aggregated

data based on the assumption that all patients took one tablet per

day. Given the many dosages of statins available and their once-daily

administration, the dispensed dose of a given statin is likely to

highly agree with its actual PDD.21 Other authors have already used

the same approach to determine the PDDs of statins from

databases.23,24

5 | CONCLUSION

The principle of maintaining a stable DDD system (i.e., “fixed data-

base”) should be reconsidered by the WHO-CC-DSM. A more flexible

and dynamic system, based on an annually updated national DDD,

would be able to reduce discrepancies between DDDs and PDDs, as

well the bias in DUR studies. Further studies are needed to address

other limitations of this system, such as the influence of different age

pyramid profiles in DUR studies due to the different proportions of

paediatric patients.
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